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Worksurface

Power and Data

The Swiftspace standard powerbar can be
added under the surface to give access to
amps of power and a 15 ft powercord that can
be plugged into any regular receptacle
An optional power/data trough can be added
to allow for the installation of the Swiftspace
4-circuit 80 amp powersystem

Top is 1-inch thick with a 2mm edge for durability
It is constructed with a high-pressure laminate surface with a
particle board core
The worksurface can be ordered in a rectangular or kidney shape
in any width from 40” to 60” with a depth of 24”, 30”, or 36”
The worsurface is available in any of our Swiftspace standard
laminates or optional whiteboard surface

Casters

The casters are 2.5” in diameter with grey rubber
wheels that swivel and lock

Counterbalancing

The lifting mechanism can be adjusted by the user to allow the table to
lift effortlessly with any weight between 30 and 100 lbs on the surface
The mechanism can handle weights of up to 500 lbs
For any weight above 100 lbs the item must be removed from the
surface before the lifting mechanism is engaged

Accessories

Various accessories are available
such as privacy panels, in various
materials, accessory rail with add-ons,
monitor arms, keyboard arms and trays,
electrical add-on, CPU holder

Height Adjustment
The height-adjustable dual arm mechanism raises the worksurface from 26” to 48” in height
The pneumatic height adjustment is infinite throughout its vertical range
At all times the worksurface maintains a level position
Once the preferred working height is attainted the user releases a handle and the mechanism locks into place
To avoid pinch points, the worksurface remains a safe one inch from the desk frame at all times
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Our Adjust Stations,
Ships fully assembled
Requires no installation
Are mobile, making them easy to reconfigure
Requires no power to adjust the worksurface height
Can be easily inserted into any other Swiftspace fixed-height producr to give a
height-adjustable solution
For more information about our products or to schedule a demo visit www.swiftspaceinc.com

